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TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1933

, STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Plans for Annual Co-ed Formal
Pharmacists
Near Completion, Committees Say
Tickets Are for Sale at Houses and Dormitories; Late Permission
Will Allow Supper Parties

M ay S t u d y
New Subjects

VOLUME XXXII. No. 29

Symphony Group
Purdue Alumnus Praises Elliott,
Will Give Recital
Former Chancellor o f University
Sunday Afternoon !

Kathryn Bailey and Russel Watson I
Will Be Featured Soloists
On Program
Designed to Meet

Thu Master Mechanic of Minds Makes the Mental Machinery Move,”
Is Title of Recent Article

It will be the woman who “pays and pays” at the eighteenth annual bourse ^
Edward C. Elliott, president of Purdue University and former Chan
Co-ed Formal, sponsored by Associated Women Students. Committees!
?.0 _
en s ln
cellor of the Greater University of Montana, has been honored in a
oclock, the
----1
Gaining Employment
in charge of arrangements for the dance which will be held Friday
ersity Symphony orchestra, under eulogy in the January issue of the Purdue Alumnus. President Elliott,
evening, February 3, at the Elite hall, have all the plans practically I "Pharmacy is a public health asset, the direction of A. H. Weisberg, will coming from the University of Wisconsin in 1916 and leaving for
completed. Tickets may be purchased*--------------------------------------------------- division of the field of medicine, and present its first program of the year.
*P urdue university in 1922, preceded
Melvin A. Brannon as the first Chanfor SI from the following r e p r e s e n t s - 1 D 1 —• «
a social and economic necessity to The recital will be given in Main hall
College Knowledge Program cellor of the incorporated units of the
tivhs: Alpha Chi Omega, Alice Lamb
society," said Dean C. E. Mollett of auditorium.
Greater University of Montana.
Alpha Phi, June Hartley; Alpha XI
the School of Pharmacy, speaking of Members of the orchestra are as fol
Over Station KGVO
Undefc the caption of “This Master
Delta, Kathleen Dunn; Delta Delta
the evolution of the new four year lows: first violins, Russel Watson,
Delta, Lovina Caird; Delta Gamma,
Mechanic of Minds Makes the Mental
course in pharmacy at a meeting of Missoula, concert m aster; Pauline
Tonight 1 8:30 to 9 o’Clock
From the
Janice Stadler; Kappa Alpha Theta,
the Pharmacy club in Science hall last Richey, Missoula; Kathryn Bailey, Paul Bischoff will talk on “Central Machinery Move,” the article tells of
Mary Beth MacKenzie; Kappa Delta,
Thursday afternoon.
Cdrvallis; Dennis Rovero, Seeley America; R iver. Sun and Jungle the distinction attained by President
Elliott in the field of education in six
Kathryn Eamon; Kappa Kappa Gam Date Is Changed So That Students I The requirementa for enterlng and Lake; H arriet Gillespie, Grass Range; Twilight!”
states: Colorado, Indiana, Montana,
ma, Vjrglnia Graybeal; Sigma Kappa,
May Atten
ar 7
| graduating have been changed a great Phyllis Lehmann, Cut Bank; Margaret
Nebraska, New York and Wisconsin.
HREE to four cents of a taxpay Gladys Larson; Zeta Chi, Sylvia Jev-1
a*’a a^
jdeal since the School of Pharmacy was Lehsou, Missoula; Alice Stukey, Great
Former Chancellor
nager;
Corbin
hall,
Carol
Wells;
Falls, and Dorothy Mueller, Missoula.
er's dollar goes to the Greater Uni
The
date
for
the
Montana
Masquers’
*ir8t
8tarted’
In
19#7one
year
ot
While chancellor in Montana, Presi
North hall, Emma Bravo. Programs
Second violins include T)orothy
versity of Montana. A small sum,
production
of
"The
Truth
About
|
bigh
8ch°o1
and
tw0
.
y
ears
ot
_
colleg?
dent Elliott accomplished many things.
will be available tomorrow, and m ust|
j were required for graduation. In 191'i Eastman, Mary Jean McLaughlin, Vir
proportionately. Yet, in the sacred be secured from the seller from whom! Blayds,” by A. A. Milne has been
He first studied the present and future
the requirements for entering were ginia Wilccfc and Aris Bunch of Mis
same of Economy, the state legisla the ticket is purchased. Women are changed to Thursday and Friday, Febneeds and created a 50-year plan for
soula;
Rosa
Lee
Edwards,
Malta,
and
ture would reduce that amount by urged to get their programs as soon ruary 16 and 17. The original dates ral8ed t0 tour years oI Ugh 8cb° o1’
the physical development of yea<?h> in
Richard Ormsbee, Hamilton.
one-third. One cent. With full aware as possible since there is a limited set included Saturday, February 18, and ln 1926 £our years 01 hlgh 8ch° o1
stitution.
He proposed a bill, which
Violas—Stanley Teel, Missoula;
but the change was made to enable 'and three years of college with ad
ness of the fact that we are going to number.
was accepted by the legislative as
ditional
courses
in
pharmacy
were
re
rs. R. Gwinn, Missoula, and Lois
as many students as possible to at
be a taxpayer ln the not far distant
sembly, to equalize the opportunity for
Late Permission Given
tend the Charity Ball which is supple quired for the degree of pharma Elda Howard, Melstone. Cellos, Doris Foresters Will Set Ticket Limit higher education by authorizing the
future, we approve of the theory of
ceutical chemist. In 1932 the new Merriam, Ruth Riedell, Catherine Pot
economy. But we feel th at main Late permission of 1 :15 o'clock has menting Subscriptions to the Missoula
payment of the traveling fare of stu
At
400;
Representatives
four year course with additional work ter and Mary Beth Clapp of Missoula,
tenance of the university to its pres been granted by Dean Harriet Rankin Community Chest.
dents attending the institutions of the
in a number of new courses was in and Marjorie Miles, East Helena.
Will Have Charge
ent standard is worth one cent to us. Sedman in order to enable the women
Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman has
University of Montana. Then he ob
augurated. In 1930 the School of Basses include H. S. Tupper, Missoula,'
With 93 cents of the tax dollar going to have supper parties following the granted special permission for late
Pharmacy offered a fifth year's work and George Jackson, Helena.
Ticket sale for the eighteenth an tained loans from the Montana Bank
to pay local expenditures, it would dance. The custom of having the hours on that Thursday night so that
nual Foresters’ Ball, which will be ers association for destitute students.
leading to the degree of Master of
Clarinets—Russel White, Glasgow;
Seem that the taxpayer’s load could be suppers at the various sorority houses the women students may see the play.
held Friday, February 10, in the men's H. H. Swain, secretary to the presi
Science. The new courses will be of
Dorothy Howard, Melstone; Lucille,
cut in that direction with more ef following the dance will be continued Freshman women will be allowed to
fered in home remedies, cosmetics and r . ,
„ \
.
. gymnasium, opens tomorrow morning dent of University of Montana, was
Lindgren, Brockway, and- C l i f f o r d A _f l , , ,,
„ „ ___
fectiveness. The trouble is not with as it has been in the past. Non-sor- have dates to the play.
| at 9 o’clock in the School ot Forestry quoted as saying of President Elliott:
perfumes, insecticides and fungicides,
Haugland,
Bozeman.
the cutting of taxes; it Is with the ority women are arranging supper
The production staff of the Little | and anthelmintics. There will also be
building. Ticket limit is set at 400. “A very great undertaking carried
parties
a
t
the
various
cates.
point where the reduction would find
Other members are: Cornet, Thelma jstudent sale wlll be handIed by mem- through under Dr. Elliott’s general
The grand march which has fea Theatre has begun work on the set- many opportunities for research work,
force that we object. For of course
tings of the play. Barnard Hewitt and | „The Ilew four.year cour3e is a Buck, Kalispell;
Horns, Dudley bers 0f tbe school' representing fra- ship was the adoption by the people
the professorial salaries will bear the tured the ball in other years will not Phil Patterson have drawn the design great improvement over the shorter Brown, Palo Alto, Cal., and Donald | ternities, dormitories and Independent of Montana as two initiative measures,
be a part of this year's entertainment.
brunt of the cut.
for a 1% mills tax for the support of
for the scenery. The action of the courses wbich were ottered in f01._ Perry, Missoula; Trombone, Charles groups.
Committees ln Charge
the University of Montana and a bond
play is laid in the dignified drawing mer year8 .. said Dean Mollett. The McCormick, Missoula, and Kermit
'Loggers in charge of the sale are:
Plans
for
the
dance
are
under
the
issue of which $3,750,000 was for the
room of the poet, Blayds. At present L horter courses did not allow enough Eckley, Lewistown; Tympany, Edward
EACHERS don’t get very large
direction of Lina Greene of Missoula, students are building a fireplace de- Ume t0 traln lhe prospective phar- Jeffrey, DeBorgia; Piano, George M. O. Hancock, Phi Sigma Kappa; erection of buildings a t the four units.
salaries anyway, prosperity or de
Ed
Simons,
Sigma
Chi;
Frank
Curtis,
who is general chairman. Emma signed by Phil Patterson. Special macUjt in the rapid progress which Dickel, Garrison.
>rj Without these measures it is difficult
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Marion Mc-%
pression. The point is that teachers
Bravo of Sand Coulee is business drapes also are being made.
Soloists for the afternoon will be Carty, Sigma Nu; Walton Petsch, to see how the University of Montana
has been made in science. Practical
are a necessary element in a society manager. Women students who have
could have survived through the inter
pharmacists say that a four year Kathryn Bailey and Russel Watson. Sigma Phi Epsilon; Richard Lovely,
which trains children to be able to worked on committees are: Decora
vening years, and the adoption of them
course is absolutely necessary to in
Delta Sigma (Lambda; Ed Rauma,
take over their father’s jobs. The tions—Marjorie Mumm, Kathlene Fitz
is due more to Dr. Elliott than to any
clude cultural subjects plus the extra
Kappa Sigma; Carter Quinlin, Phi
teacher has spent a lot of money ac Gerald, Sara Lou Cooney, Marion
other man or group of men.” pharmacy courses required for a B.A.
Delta Theta; Larry Neff, Alpha Tau
quiring the education that entitles him Smith, Flora Horsky, Margaret Deck,
The Anaconda Standard in writing
degree. In this way the additional
Omega,
and
Charles
O’Neil,
South
hall.
to teach others, and of course, a teach Maxine Davis, Olive Midgett, June
AN OPEN LETTER
to the Purdue Alumnus said: “The
work would be spread over a period
Chief Push Evenson announced that
er must have unquestionable mental Mason, Joy Browning, Janice Stadler
first
chancellor of the consolidated
Peter Meloy,
i of four 'years and not crowded into
anyone who wished to check out tick
and moral standards or he “isn’t fit to and Willie Clary; Tickets and Pro-1 president of A
University of Montana, which com
U. M.,
the last year dr two as some educa
ets may get them from Mary Wilson
associate with young people.” And grams—Kathleen Dunn, Phyllis Leh-1central Board,
bines four institutions, each devoted
tio n a l authorities have forced it to be
in the School of Forestry office.
even the Btate has to pay, to get all m ann; Publicity—Helen Schroeder,
to its own particular sphere of work
Dear Sir:
given. Some state pharmacy boards
“Students must make arrangements and kgvlng little in common except
that is asked, in teaching and char Leola Stevens, Betty Kelleher, Melva
for their tickets early as only 400 the lofty ideal of higher education for
acter qualifications, of any man. In Garrison; Special arrangements—Mar Last quarter it was announced that will not accept the credits of a grad
times of prosperity, people think that garet Sullivan, Florence Harrington, the members of Central Board had uate who has not had a four year Last Apportionment- Enables Men tickets will be sold,” said Evenson. the youth of the state, Dr. Elliott at
“Last year the quota was reached and tacked a task of organization large
To Go On With Campus
there is something queer about the Icyle Rich, Marybelle Kerin, Carol voted to eliminate Aber Day. It was course.
“The new course has opened the
we would like to increase the num enough and difficult enough to test
Juan who is willing to waste his time Wells; Music—Virginia Connolly, Elza stated that the purpose of this was
Improvements
ber of tickets but we believe that it the skill and patience of the most
teaching, when he could be making Huffman; Chaperons—Marjorie Crawi to apply the money so saved to stu doors to many responsible government
positions
as
well
as
to
new
oppor
Additional money has been received would be poor policy to crowd, the gifted. His success becomes apparent
real money. In times of depression, ford, Dorothy Rogers, Ruth Polleys, dent employment. It seems to the
writers that this further encroachment tunities in the fields of industry which by the local committee of the Recon dance floor.”
the attitude changes; A teacher has Grace Johnson.
when it is remembered that he soon
upon - another of our traditions has are allied with pharmacy,” concluded struction Finance corporation to aid I This year all tickets will be num centered the attention of the entire
d good thing, he can get along on less
Patronh and patronesses will in
—cut his salary. For a saving of one clude: Pres, and Mrs. Charles H. | been effected by the same subter Dean Mollett.
in local unemployment relief and to bered in series so that a more accurate state upon the University.”
cent, the legislature will cut the uni Clapp, Dean and Mrs. R. H. Jesse, ra n e a n process of non-consultation of The pharmacy club voted to take a make improvements on the State Uni count can be made on the number Two divisions were made in the ar
sold and it will aid in the checking ticle on President Elliott, one entitled,
versity appropriation, and for a sav Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Dean Har- the members of the Student Body as full page in the 1933 Sentinel for a versity campus.
,
‘
V ..........7 ’
. lias been so prevalent during the past picture and afterward the Dispensing
ing of one cent, Montana will lose her riet
According to T. G. Swearingen, head of government tax. This tax takes
(Continued on Patre Four)
Rankin Sedman and Mary Elrod
*
class
put
on
a
short
skit
burlesquing
several
years.
Coming
at
a
time
when
high standards of public education. We Ferguson. Several other faculty mem
of the State University Maintenance 23 cents from the price of each ticket |
the student mind was focused on more modern medical treatm ent and the department, a total of 63.0 man-hours and is turned over to the authorities.
feel like quoting a funny-paper char bers will be guests of honor.
The holders of the first 100 tickets
immediate problems and considera dispensing of drugs in a pharmacy. will be employed with its allotment
acter, “Ah, the Irony of It!"
tions, this edict of the council aroused Owen Bateman acted as physician and of R. F. C. money. Last fall consider ill be served lunch in the Forestry)
little Interest and created but casual patients were sent to him for treat able improvement w« made on th e l/buildlng durinS the seventh''and eighth
|E : THE basketball games. We enTicket holders numbered
comment. Central Board is to be con ment which they received in the form campus with the first apportionment. 'dances.
, joyed them, of course. We would
from 101-200 will be served during the
gratulated upon the well-timed execu of prescriptions which were, filled by
Rocks which were left on the lot
like to commend the Band, especially
niheth and thenth dances; those num-t
tion of its coup d'etat. However, the Robert Rice and William Curdy. Many
north of the Library will be broken
for "The W histler and His Dog.” The
bered from 201-300 will be served dur
writers are gratified to find that with explosions and unusual happenings
up and used in the rock wall which
cheering was enthusiastic. The Spurs
ing the twelfth and thirteenth dances
-------------in the last few weeks this apathy and occurred in the course of their treat
will be built at the foot of Mt. Sen
and Bear Paws looked nice and ush
disinterest is gradually being replaced ment. A paper on “The Choice of
tinel in back of the men's gymnasium. and those holding tickets numbered! Annual Get-Together Is Tomorrow
ered efficiently. We enjoyed, if the
from 301-400 will be served during the |
by a growing resentment against Pharmacy as a Profession,” was read
Night at Bonner; Ninety
Rubbish and the accumulations of
participants didn’t, the “M” Club initia
fifteenth and sixteenth dances.
by Fred Noyd.
several years will be cleaned from
Will Attend
tion. The constant necessity of mop Presentation Will Be in Missoula abolition of another Montana tradition
Two dances will give students
under
the
old
bleachers
and
the
base
County High School
♦'[tions
wlthseem
the revlval
ot lntere8t’ <luesping up the floor provided a touch
plenty of time for lunch as %ach dance
to be paramount in the
Press club banquet, annual get- to
ball backstops will be repaired.
that might be called comic. We won
On March 3
will be approximately twelve min gether of all journalists, will be held
minds of the student body. We feel
Ground both inside and surrounding
der. It occurred to us that, if anyone
utes. There will be 20 dances and tomorrow night at the A. C. M. cook
the new R. O. T. C. rifle range will
Varsity Vodvil will be presented in i that Central Board 18 obUgated t0
should be seriously hurt playing on
permission has been secured from the shack in Bonner. Originally sched
Ianswer these queries as frankly and
be levelled and cleaned.
our floor, an ensuing law suit might the Missoula county high school audi-, I
Dean of Women’s office for the usual uled for January 25, the banquet was
They
are:
It is planned to complete the con 1:15 o’clock late permission.
cost the state more, ultimately, in torium this year rather than in the clearly 88 P°88ible
postponed due to the illness of Dean
tf) Concerning the expenditure of
struction of the rock garden near Aber
costs and damages, than a tax allot Wilma theater as has been the custom
A. L. Stone.
ment, now, sufficient to maintain the in past years was the decision reached funds saved: (a) What amount will Mountaineers Will Drive to Lake Grove. This work was started with
Members of the Press club will leave
Como; Party Will Depend
the first allotment of money from the
gymnasium’s skylights in their former by Central Board. Twelve g ro u p s he available for student employment?
the Shack at 5:30 by bus and private
have entered m anuscripts thus an- 0») Approximately how many students
On Weather
F. C. but needs considerable ad
water-tight condition.
cars and will return about midnight.
nounctng their intentions to try out wl» be benefltted? (c) Upon whom
ditional work.
Following the tradition, everyone will
Only the hardy are advised to take
for the production to be s h o w n does the responsibility of distributing
‘The money which we have just re
wear “Dean Stone” ties. This year
T IS surprising how disastrous a March 3.
the
scouting
trip
planned
by
the
Mon
of
Dr. Paul C. Phillips, chairmai
and apjArtloning the money fall?
ceived will give employment to a crew
the banquet committee has arranged
little snow and Ice can be, in the
The change in show houses has (<D WI1! tbe pecuniary benefit gained tana Mountaineers next Saturday as
25 men for about a month,” said the Department of History, is the
.Wrong places. And it Is surprising been made in an effort to keep ex- to the individual compensate for the it is to be a strenuous trip according Mr. Swearingen yesterday. Provision Ithor of “Scenery of the Plains, Moun- entertainment that is to be a unique
was made to begin levelling of the tains and Mines,” which has recently surprise and will be entirely different
how disastrous something safe, like a penses at the very minimum. In this | loss of the tradition to the student to Prof. E: M. Little.
The party will drive to Lake Como, lot north of North hall but the frozen been published by the Princeton U ni-j^oni any that has been seen at pregood solid plank, or a bit of earth, can way there will’also be a reduction injbody as a whole?
(2) What specific means, if any, are a distance of 70 miles. Arriving theta condition of the ground has made the versity press. The book is volume six vious Press club gatherings. A turkey
he, when it is in the wrong place— the prices of tickets. The school
of “Narratives of Trans-Mississippi's Atelier will be served g.nd will be folMr, Swearingen
on a toboggan slide, a ski track or a auditorium will seat 1,300, which is available to the student body to secure they will ski across or around the work impossible.
skating rink. There are a good many 100 less than the capacity ot the (the continuance of Aber Day, should lake, then follow up Little Rock hopes to receive enough relief iqoney Frontier,” a set of eight volumes by (tewed by dancing, with music by Nat
Allen.
creek past the sharp Como Peaks and to complete this work when weather the Princeton press.
people who are limping today because Wilma, and all of these seats will be 111 so desire?
Reservations have been made for
Dr. Phillips’ book consists of an ac
The Immediate consideration of on to the 10,000-foot El Capltan.
conditions are more suitable.
they met with some such misplaced reserved
approximately ninety, 23 of whom are
As
it
is
a
scouting
trip
the
weather
count
of
an
overland
journey
to
Cali
The groups which entered m anu-jthese questions by the members of
fragments while enjoying winter
fornia made in 1850 by Franklin Lang- j guests. The guests include Dean A. L.
scripts and will appear In the tryouts j Central Board will be appreciated. A must be favorable. If the barometer BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
sports, last week-end.
Clapp,
and Mrs. C
TALK BY DR. R. T. YOUNG worthy, with a biographical sketch of St°no, Pr<
1February 11 are Alpha Tau Omega, I copy ot this letter has been sent to falls .3 qr more during Friday or is
. Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Dean Harthe pioneer, and, in Langworthy
Phi Delta Theta, Phi Sigma Kappa, the Montana Kaimin. The student below 26.2 the trip will be postponed,
, GROUP PLANS CELEBRATION
At its meeting Wednesday afternoon rative, with notes by the editor, a rtet R. Sedman, Prof, and Mrs. Robert
(Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma C h i J ^ V looks confidently toward Us Or if the tem perature is above 25 dethe trip will have to be post the Biology club heard a talk by Dr. description of the gold rush to Cali- j Houarnnii. Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cogswell,
Miss Elsie Eminger, instructor in Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Chi Omega, eprescnlative board for action.
poned as skiis stick badly between 25 R. T, Young entitled, “The Cell In Re fornia and of the mining camps of the Ml'. and Mrs. C. W. Hardy, Mr. and
Sincerely,
Spanish, who is sponsor of the Span Alpha Phi, Alpha Xi Delta, Kappa!
~
son Stone, Mr. and Mrs.
GRANT KELLEHER, and 32 degr
lation to Inheritance,”
time, with illustrations from rare old j
ish club, has written inquiries con Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma j
Tile talk was a discussion of the engravings. The author was assisted Warren D art Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
The party will meet a t tbe high
CALE CROWLEY.
cerning ways of celebrating Pan- and the Independent men.
nd Mrs, Clyde Jones,
Doherty, Mr.
school building a t 5 o’clock Saturday theory that chromosomes, which are h n research work by Mrs. Phillips.
American day in a manner fitting for
-------------------------—
| Grant Higgins and Mr. ana Mrs. R. B.
morning. Necessary equipment will a part of the c61i structure, are the
“Songs of the Vandals,” a song book
SCHNEIDER IS ILL
lhe Spanish club. April 14, Pan-Amer
SENTINEL NOTICE.
(Swartz.
be ski harness, blpcks, poles and flash carriers or basis of heriditary trails.
-------ican day. will be the date upon which being compiled by the University of
Next Thursday at the home of Alvin
-------I The Incinerator, journalist razz
Interested persons should
Dick Schneider, Kaimin business lights.
this celebration comes. This will be Idaho, will contain five songs of other
Wells, instructor In biology, Dr. M. All senior pictures must be taken sheet published at each banquet, will
phone
Professor
Little
or
Prof.
H
colleges,
including
“The
W
arriors,”
a
manager,
is
confined
to
his
home
with
a means of climaxing an active year,
J. Elrod will read a paper concerning by Thursday for this year’s Sentinel again he distributed. Stanley Hill is
jpefinite plans will be made upon re University of Montana song by Mary the flu. During his absence, Mitchell Snell to make arrangements for the
the Antarctic.
and all proofs must be in by Saturday. | editor of this years’ issue.
Brennan Clapp and DeLoss Smith. ISheridan is taking over his. work. trip.
ceipt of the Information requested.

i IM asquers’ Play
To Be Produced
February 16, 17

SENIOR BENCH

r

Ticket Sale
Wednesday
For Dance

K

Local R.F.C
Relief Work
Is Continued

r

Journalists
Will Hold
Club Banquet

Vodvil Show
Manuscripts
Are Entered

Montana Hikers
Plan for Skiing
Trip on Saturday

Phillips Completes Sixth
Book in Series o f Eight

I
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The Montana Kaimin

T he B road cast

Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, $2.60 per year.
Printed by the School of Journalism Press

JOHN B. CURTIS_____ ...J .........................- .............................EDITOR

We have learned, through authoritative sources, that, at last week s
meeting of Interfraternity council, the Kaimin came in for a rather
heated panning at the hands of the members of that body. “Sup
pression of certain campus events” and supervision
Interfraternity of the Kaimin by administrative officers were, as we
Makes a Kick understand, the basic vices with which we were
charged. We would like to reiterate at this time the
fact that this is a student-controlled paper; that the Kaimin is subjected
to no faculty censorship, dnd that for the results of the Kaimin, no
matter how they may appeal to Interfraternity council, we are
responsible.
The expression of campus opinion, we have maintained, is prac
tically a non-existent element. We have sought contributions from
students which would criticize constructively any student activities,
including the Kaimin—we have met with a prolonged silence which
was beautiful with a golden splendor.
Concerning our handling of specific news “breaks” which, it seems,
did not please the fancy of the Interfraternity solons, we felt (sub
sequent happenings have augmented that feeling) that our course
was justified in that we were doing all in our power to save another
activity of the University which, at the time, could easily have been
headed for a glorious finis on the rock-pile.
Interfraternity has not been characterized in our memory, at least
by a trail of very remarkable or progressive achievement. As far as
clearing the Greek-letter world of petty fights and jealousies is con
cerned, it has been accused of being, in fact, a veritable cradlingcenter for such trivialities. The council could much better occupy
its time with some good, constructive programs, keeping in mind the
fact that without the University there would be no fraternities, and
that council members, perhaps more than any other group, should
first work in perfect accord toward the furtherance of harmony in
the school.

Tuesday, January 31,195

KA I MI N

Society

With the

Fraternities

Floating College s
Will Tour World
For Seventh Tim*

SOCIAL CALENDAR
a t Montana
Cost- of Present University CnlFriday, February 3
Is Approximately One-hall
Co-ed F o rm al.............. * .....................................................................Elite
The Alpha Nu chapter of Alpha XI
That Charged L ast Year
Saturday, February 4
Delta was established on this campus
Phi Sigma Kappa . . t ......................... ....................Roller Skating Party on June 14, 1924, when Omega XI, a New York, Jan. 30.—For the fir

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana.

RICHARD SCHNEIDER................... ......... ........BUSINESS MANAGER

MONTANA

CAUGHT BY THE CAJDPUS CAMERA
«jp> Men running the gauntlet be
tween halves ot the Bobcat g am ele w Lewandowskl. being hit by a mis
directed wet towel—Manager Lee Ken
nedy, Angle (Yebls Chi) Vidro and
Monte Smith feverishly mending the
nets as Referee Jelly Elliot calls time
out—Nate Provlnse and Austin -Red
ding enthusiastically mopping up the
floor of the Men’s Gym, as the game
goes on, and on, and on—Bear Paws
displaying their new emblems—Spurs
cheering from the sidelines—Mortar
Board stolcly deciding to present their
veteran visages in the .1983 Sentinelile x Blewett insidiously informing the
Broadcaster th at he h it the spot in a
•ecent snap shot by the Campus Cam
e ra -m a n y , many lovely co-eds enterng the Phi Slg lodge for Sunday din
ner—winter sports enthusiasts leaving
the Theta House—Kay Thrallkill wav
ing a cheery greeting as she moves
down the avenue on a fast disappear
ing toboggan—ex-Myrtle Elvers once
again personalit-izing a t a very charm
ing Delta Gamma fireside—B, Aubrey
Benton peddling gardenia boutonniere
for Co-ed Formal-

Corbin Hall
Corbin hall was hostess at a tea
held Sunday afternoon. Yellow candles
and Jonquils decorated the rooms. As
sisting were Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Rledell, Mr. and MrB. R. A. Coleman, Dean
and Mrs. C. E. Mollett, Dr. and Mrs.
W. E. Schrelber, Miss W. Feighner,
Mrs. Edna Palmer and Mrs. Maud Bet
terton. Invited were North and South
halls, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma
Nu fraternities and Alpha Phi and
Sigma Kappa sororities. The music
was furnished by Bob Leslie and Leo
Vallton. Carol Wells and Richard
Farnsw orth sang several numbers.
Anna Mae Hyder sp en t the week
end a t her home in Philllpsburg.
.Mrs. S. V. Stewart of Helena was
the guest of her daughter, Leah, at
Corbin hall for the week-end.
Georgia Buckhous spent the week
end at her home In S t Ignatius.
Thelma Bjorneby of Kalispell was
the dinner guest of Mrs. F. K. T urner
Sunday.
Eva McFarland and Rhea Dobner
were the Sunday dinner guests of
Kathleen Miller.
Dean Sedman and Mrs. Martin
Hutchins were dinner guests a t Corbin
hall Monday n ig h t
Mrs. Martin Hutchins spoke to the
women of Corbin hall Monday night
Her subject was “Other College Life;"
referring to college life in foreign
countries.

Last week we mentioned Aggie hate
Sorry. The power of the press seems
to be more than a hypothetical sup
North Hall
position, for enthusiastic Grizzly cheerEleanor Potter spent the week-end
sters, displayed the old Aggie "anger with her parents a t the E Bar L ranch.
to such an extent that Referee “Jelly" She was accompanied home by Bettie
Elliott was called upon to penalize the Parker.
Grizzlies for their enthusiasm.
Ruth Russell and Helen Scott vis
ited their parents in Butte, returning
There are still over 6,000 phone to North hall Sunday afternoon.
Mary Hobblns visited her parents
numbers in the Missoula telephone
directory—Co-ed is only four days re in Butte the past week.
Katherine Slnnott was a guest of
moved—and no one has found our
The strong current of dissatisfaction concerning student affairs,
friends in Butte over the week-end.
number as yet.
which gradually has been tearing away at the restraining walls of Perhaps, on second thought, some Jane Leonard spent several days
what the public might think, has been given articulation, at last, in the one has our number!
with her parents in Butte the latter
p art of last week, returning to North
form of a letter sent to Central Board yesterday.
hall Sunday afternoon.
The Letter to
Whether or not the suspension of Aber Day was the Another guy, a dirty rat,
Central Board best thing for the school is debatable. But whatever I’d class with mugs and. meanles, Mrs. Marsh of Poison visited her
daughter, Josephine, last week.
Is he who wolfs the olives th at
the situation, the students are justified in asking for
Mr. Lewellen of Plains visited his
You got for Dry Martinis.
a detailed report on this question, and others similar. - It is -a com
daughter, Marian, a t North hall Sun
mendable movement which could' easily start the ball rolling in a I’ve watched the campus at sunset day.
hour,
campaign which would clarify the atmosphere. It is to be sincerely
Spur Card Party
hoped that Central Board, at today’s meeting, will not table the I’ve gazed a t peep of dawn,
Thirty-two women were present at
At
noon
I’ve gaped a t Main Hall tower
letter nor kill it in committee.
a card party given by the new initiates
Above the verdant spawn.
of Spur in the east parlor ot North
I’ve seen the buildings steeped In sun hall on Saturday afternoon. The party
With the chancellor system under fire in the'State Legislature
shine bright,
is the first one that has been held this
University students, who are as directly concerned in the issues at stake I’ve seen them wrapped In rain;
year, and the proceeds will be used
as any taxpayer, should be giving more than passing attention to the They’ve crushed me In the dark ot
to enable the group to have a picture
night
action of the legislature on this question. For 16
in the Sentinel.
The Chancellor years, the Greater University of Montana has had its With final-exam pain.
Mary Taaffe Corette, who Is spend
Under Fire
units co-ordinated, standardized and supervised by a But whether it be night or day,
ing this quarter a t her home in Butte
chancellor. The bill to establish the office of chan On walls and roofs and ledges,
visited
in Missoula last Friday and
cellor was proposed and passed in 1913. The bill provided for the I’ve seen the golden tints th at play Saturday.
From mortgages’ gilt edges!
“consolidation of the State University at Missoula; College of Agri
Thursday night dinner guests a t the
culture and Mechanic Arts at Bozeman; School of Mines a t Butte, and If the proposed university budget Alpha Chi Omega house were Mary
Normal School at Dillon and such departments of said institution as cut goes Into effect perhaps the Uni Rose Murphy, Beatrice Rothenberg
may hereafter be organized” which constitute the University of versity faculty will find that they can and Marlon Davis.
Beatrice Rothenberg was the Sun
live on love . . . a t any rate, they’ll
Montana.
day dinner guest of Lea Silverman at
The control and supervision of the University of Montana were have to discover a cheap substitute the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
for food.
vested in the State Board of Education, which along with its other
An Informal party was held by the
duties, was to appoint a chancellor of the University, who, as chief Llewellyn George, vice-president of members of the Alpha Chi Omega sor
executive officer of the institution, is responsible to the board and the National Astrological association, ority a t't h e chapter house Saturday
night In honor ot June Gaskins, who
acts as a means of contact between it and the University. He must predicts for 1938:
Is leaving for her home in F ort Crook,
report to the group on the general conditions of the University and 1. Increase in the birth rate.
2. Modification of the Volstead act. Neb.
make recommendations for their improvement.
Sylvia Sweetman, Margaret Lord
3. Release of large sums by the Re
Prior to the adoption of the chancellor system, the state of affairs construction Finance corporation.
and Cornelia Stussy entertained a t a
existing between the various units of Montana’s institutions of highe:
dinnef
party at the Delta Gamma
4. Rumors of International strife!
house Friday night in honor of David
learning was not a pretty one. The bienrjial allocation of funds to The man’s uncanny!
Fitzgerald, Stanley Winn and Eugene
these schools, rather than being determined in an unbiased manner,
had been the political football of the more rabid politicians of the com As we see it (and the statement is Sunderlln.
not original), college life wouldn’t be
Formal pledging was held Friday
munities involved. This was but a natural aftermath of the political so full of sharp retorts if it weren’t night at the Alpha Phi house tor Vera
wire-pulling and hard feelings which had taken place in the ’90’s for the dull evenings . . .
Miller of Anaconda.
when the different units were assigned to their respective locations.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces the
The rivalry was so intense that the legislature was forced to ignore Educators report th at college fresh pledging of Jack Oliver of Anaconda.
men, fresh from preparatory schools,
Dinner guests a t the Alpha Chi
other state problems of great importance and devote all its time to the
derive their mannerisms and dress
educational combat. These state-wide rivalries were the needless from imitating movie stars, and upper Omega house Monday night were Dr.
and Mrs. C. H. Clapp and Mrs. Robert
cause of wasting time, effort and finances, while at the same time, classmen, in turn, copy the frosh.
Line. Talks were given by both Presi
the progress of the institutions was retarded.
And what completes the vicious dent and Mrs. Clapp on “Religious
With the coming of the chancellor regime, the Montana system of circle Is that movie stars get that way Education Problems.”
higher education has attained a degree of efficiency which has brought from imitating other movie stars . . . Betty Kelleher was a Sunday dinner
guest at the Alpha Phi house.
flattering comment and gained nation-wide prominence.
Once when a man performed a deed
June Hartley spent the week-end at
By the terms of his office, the chancellor is isolated in Helena, but, That won tor him enduring fame,
her home in Hamilton.
through an executive board composed of the presidents of each unit He thanked the powers that decreed Marie Bensdn was the dinner guest
and two extra representatives from the State University and State Him stamina to do the same.
of Kathleen Morrison at the Zeta Chi
College,- he has succeeded in effecting a spirit of harmony between But now whenever man attains
house Sunday.
A
record
with
achievement
strewed
Sunday dinner guests a t the Kappa
the schools which was lamentably absent in the old every-man-forHo very carefully explains
Delta house were Frances Richards
himself days.
The credit that goes to breakfast Maxine Fowlpr and Lucille Chapman.
Realizing the predicament in which the members of the State Legis
food.
Doris Miller of Arlee and Katherine
lature find themselves— that of attempting to balance the state’s
Ulmer of Superior spent the week-end
In olden days when women won
finances—we nevertheless feel that even in times of stress, a legislative The' plaudits of the social world,
visiting a t the Sigma Kappa house.
group should not so far forget itself, in the slashing of expenses, as to They knew their places in the sun
A dinner was held Saturday night
destroy an institution which has proven its worth and value to the state. Were due to native charms unfurled. at the Kappa Delta house for the town
actives. The guests were Lillian Hop
But ladles now, however nice,
kins, Evelyn Levander, Florence Jones,
Commonwealth college at Mena, Ark., is dedicated to the teaching In publishing biographic dope,
subject to Immediate arrest and im
of future labor leaders, and-students are taught all the details of carry Give all the credit (at a price)
prisonment.
To cigarettes or beauty soap.
ing on successful strikes. The teachers did their work so well that
That may work, but we'd like to see
two-thirds of the student body was able to take control of the campus Mexico City.—Chief of police of Mex the chief of police who could keep the
in a strike for more student representation on the board of control.__ ico City has announced that those us element of profanity out of a college
ing profanity at the bull fights will be bull session.
Oberiin Review.

Shirley Knight, Marianne Erickson,
Dorothy Leonard and Lucille Chap
man.
Oris Hawkes was a dinner guest at
the Sigma Chi house Sunday.
Eleanor MacDonald and Emma Bravo
were dinner guests Sunday of Kath
erine Coe.
Dinner guests Thursday night a t the
Kappa Delta house were Dorothy
Leonard, Dorothy Fetterly, Francis
McKelvle and Nora McCabe.
Mabel Murchison, M artha Klett,
Marjorie Mumm, Frankie Liston and
Margaret Johnston were guests for
dinner Saturday night a t the Sigma
Kappa house.
Dinner guests last night a t the Delta
Gamma house were Prof, and Mrs
W. E. Maddock.
Mary Alice Coulson and Margaret
Rutherford were luncheon guests at
the Delta Gamma house Saturday.
Bob Stansberry was the Sunday din
ner guest a t the Delta Delta Delta
house.
Katherine Evans left for her home
In W hitehall yesterday, where she will
remain until spring quarter.
Sunday dinner guests a t the Sigma
Nu house were Dean and Mrs. R. C.
Line, Mr. and Mrs. W. Waltersklrchen,
Ralph Gilham, H ubert Zemke and
Charles Krebs.

Leap Year Again
Co-ed Formal Gives Women
Leap Year Prerogatives One
Day Every Year
Although we continue to hear a lot
about Old Man Depression, we find
that Co-ed Formal in 1932 failed to
financially ruin Montana co-eds. Nine
teen thirty three is offering something
even better. Tickets will, cost only $1
Instead of $2!
But 19324 was leap year—an espe
d ally Interesting fact, since the cus
tom of co-eds entertaining their gen
tlemen friends originated one Leap
Year long ago, when we were rather
young. Back In 191$, when the young
ladles occupied Craig hall, the only
dormitory on the campus, they had a
Leap Year dance. Any young Man
who didn’t have a date was asked to
get In touch with the committee in
charge—there was some worrying
done then too!
The ball was such a huge success
th at it was conceded to be the best
and largest affair ot the season,
was held a t the Elks’ temple, and the
Missoula club orchestra furnished the
music. A special street car left the
University a t 8:30 o’clock and returned
a t 12 o’clock. During the evening
punch was served—those were the
days before the women served dinners
And those who did not care to dance
enjoyed a pleasant evening playing
cards. In 1917 the co-eds entertained
at a Valentine party a t the women’s
gymnasium. Thus were the beginnings
of one of Montana’s oldest traditions,

H. R. Greene Talks
To Check Members
Technocracy Is Subject Chosen By
Local Banker

time In its history the Floating K b
verslty World Cruise Is to use <
American ship tor a campus, accor>
ing to Dr. James E. Lough, education
director of the cruise and former dbe
of New York university, who recent!
announced the final, complete 4i
rangements for the seventh anna:
world voyage of the “Unlverai'
Afloat,” which leaves New York Feruary 4, 1933, on board the S. S. Pro
ident Johnson.
A Floating Campus
This ship, the largest America
liner to circumnavigate the globe,
now being equipped with class room
study halls, a library and special at!
letic equipment preparatory to s e r
ing as a floating campus for the ne:
semester.
During this five months' trip arout
the world, a faculty of experience
professors from prominent college
will conduct a complete semeate
of standard, systematic universlt
courses. Many students now in co
lege are planning to take their secon
semester of work on the crulsClasses are to m eet every day. tb
“President Johnson” is a t sea. Whe
the students are In port, they will a<
company the instructors on study trip]
to museums, plantations, factories
m arkets and temples. These shoi
trips supplement the classroom wor)
Special credit arrangements for tb
courses have been made with man
universities.
To Visit Many Countries
Students on this forthcoming voyage
are -to visit 37 countries and 140 citteand places in Europe, the M editerrar
ean, Africa and the O rient Thel
itinerary includes Greece, Egyp.
India, Siam, Ball, Borneo, the Philip
pines, China, Korea and Japan.
The faculty of the Floating Un
versity World Cruise, which has heac
quarters a t 6$ Fifth avenue, New Yorr
City, includes Dr. James E. Lougl
the director, Prof. F raser Bond cs
Columbia university, Prof. Thoma
Anderson of Miami university, an
others.
Dr. Lough explains th at .the cui
rlculum of the “University Afloat” 1
limited to subjects that benefit trau
the laboratory work conducted durin.
the visits to foreign countries. Conner
sim ilar to those a t land universities
are offered in economics and forelgi
trade, International relations, compar
atlve literature, history, art, moder:
languages and sim ilar subjects.
The cost of the present trip hat
been reduced to approximately one
1983 Book Will Be Dedicated to Dr. half of the rate that was charged laayear for the sixth University WorlJ . W. Severy
Crulse.
Work is forging ahead in prepara
tion for the 1933 Forestry Kaimin. It W. A. A. WELL HAVE SKATING
PARTY ON RINK TONIGHT
Is estimated that approximately one
thousand copies will be printed. The
Women
students will be guests o ,
book will contain between 80 and 90
the Women’s Athletic association to
pages.
There are more than fifteen .s tu  night at a skating party on the for
dents writing for the publication and estry rink. This is the first part!
it will contain articles by professional the organization has held this quarter
foresters as well as a resume ot ac and Is scheduled to begin a t 7:8(
o'clock. Following an hour of skating
tivities and humorous comment
The 1933 book will be dedicated to the group will go to the women’s gym<
Dr. J. W. Severy, chairman of the naslum for refreshments and a voile)
ball game.
Department of Botany.

local group, was granted a charter.
Among the honors shared with
other sororities on this campus are
memberships in the following honor
ary organizations, Theta Sigma Phi,
Sigma Alpha Iota, PI Mu Epsilon,
Delta Psl Kappa, Psl Chi and Mortar
Board.
Some of the well-known women of
this sorority were Lucile Brown, for
mer dietician and assistant director
of Corbin hall; Dorothy Briggs, Lucy
Charlesworth and Thelma Bjorneby,
past presidents of Corbin hall, are
alumnae menlbers of this chapter. A
former president of W. A. A. and also
winner of the Rider Art prize was
Theodora Reed. Ethel Patton (Mrs.
Ralph Cook) was president of A. W. S.
The “Farceville Stunt” cnp was
awarded this sorority, while still a
local chapter and the scholarship cup
was won in 1929-30.
number ot the faculty members
at the State University are Alpha XI
Deltas. Among them are Mrs. Eliza
beth Asendorf, Instructor in the De
partm ent of Economics and formerly
ot Chi chapter at Kansas, and Miss
Marian Whltam, an instructor in the
Department of English.
Some of the outstanding national
members of Alpha XI Delta are: Mary
Atkeson (Mrs. B. F. Moore) play
wright and author; Eleanor Ladd Biggers, wife of E arl Derr Biggers, play
wright and author; Jennie Hearne
Brookliart, wife of Senator Smith
Brookhart of Iowa; Vestabel Phillips
Carter, only inventor In California
Women’s Hall of Fame, and Helen
Chase, coach of Metropolitan Opera
Co, New York.
Mrs. Norman L. Low, member of
Los Angeles Grand Opera Co.; Ruth
Sawyer Durand, noted authoress;
Susan Porter Edmondson, winner of
the Carnegie medal for essay on
peace; Phyllis Blanchard, noted psy
chologist and author; Lois Seyster
Montross (Mrs. Lynn) author of short
stories, poems and novels; Mrs. E. B.
Stillwell, poet and author, and Ella
Wall Vanleer, portrait painter, founder
and past president ot Delta Epsilon,
a rt honorary society.
The national organization of Alpha
XI Delta was founded a t Lombard
college a t Galesburg, 111, on April
17, 1893.

Forestry Kaimin
Will Appear Soon

MATH CLUB PARTY
About twenty-five members of the
Mathematics club were entertained at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Merril Friday evening. “Logic Whoopee”
or mathematical games and dancing
furnished entertainment, and refresh
ments were served.

"Howard Scott and Technocracy
have lost Columbia’s backing, it they
ever had it, because of free and un
desirable publicity and probably be
cause Howard Scott is not all he says
he Is,” said H. R. Greene, vice-pres
ident of the F irst National bank in
Hazel Goeddertz and Kathryn Hall
an address before members ot Check of North hall have been moved to the
and townspeople last Thursday after St. Patrick’s hospital due to bad aolds.
noon.
After analyzing technocracy, Mr.
Greene came to the conclusion th at
The First National Bank
there was very little difference be
tween that theory and communism.
The F irst and Oldest
When Jobs do open up aggln, It will
National Bank In
be the young men who will get them
Montana
the middle-aged men who are filling
the bread lines will not get their for
mer positions back again, predicted

e

DROP I N . . .
With Your Friends at

RAMEY'S
For a Real Treat
TOASTY and MALTED MILK
Special

-3 0 c -

Make a big hit with
the boy friend by
ordering him a Gar
denia Boutonnier for
Co-eU Formal from

Heinrich’s
Flowers

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO

bankers or lawyers.

Sigma Chi house Sunday.

Girls...

LAST TIMES TODAY!

“ Hot P e p p e r”
What a Laugh Riot! With MeLaglen, Lowe, Velez and E l Brendel.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

LEE TRACY
— In —

“ The H alf Naked
. Truth”
The Fastest Coming Star of the
Screen In the Best Picture of. His
Career.

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

Jimmy Cagney {
“Hard to Handle”
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Loretta Young
And

George Brent
“THEY CALL IT SW”
Always a Good Show a t This Popnlar Theater—At Little Prices

10c and 30c

T HE

Tuesday, January 31. 1933

b o b c a t s , g r iz z l ie s

GET EVEN BREAK
IN TWO-GAME SERIES
State University Takes First Tilt, 44-35, Friday; Saturday Lead Goes
To Bozemanhes; Return Encounters Will Take Place
*
At State College, February 10 and 11
Splitting even in the series here Friday and Saturday with a win
each, the Bobcats and the Grizzlies have two weeks in which to prepare
for the return encounters scheduled to take place in Bozeman, Feb
ruary 10 and II. The Grizzlies took the first tilt Friday with a

0

1

a

slashing break for the basket and an'p'
uncanny ability to hit In an overtime Fitzgerald, f ______ -L 2 0 1 4
period. They dropped more than 55 Holloway, g ............. — 0 0 2 0
— — — —
per cent of their tries in the extra
Totals ................ — .... 21 2 15 44
period to take the game 44-35. In the
State College (35) FG FT PF Pts.
second affair Saturday, the Bobcats
opened up with a whirlwind offense Wendt, f _____'____ ..._ 3 2 0 8
which gave them a 36-16 lead a t halt Young, f .................... .... 3 2 2 8
Crain, c ________ _ .... 3 0 4 6
defeated and a 20-point lead did not Buzzetti, g ______ __ 2 5 1 9
diminish their fight. The Grizzlies Breeden, g (Captain) _.. 0 0 2 0
tiung on to play the game even In the Whltcanack, c _____ .... 2 0 1 4
second half, but could not overcome Harding, f .............. _ 0 0 1 0
the Bobcat handicap. The final score Coffey, f .................. ... 0 0 e 0
r— — —
was Bobats 63, Grizzlies 41.
Totals ____ :_____ __ 13
9 n 35
Running Score
F. H. S. H . 0 T.
Calling for an extra period, the State Grizzlies ................ .... 15
34
44
University Grizzlies got hot to drop Bobcats .................... 16
34
35
more than 55 per cent of their field
Officials—Referee, Elliott (Mongoal attempts, converting a 34-34 tie tana). Umpire, Glyn (State College).
into a 44-35 win In the first of a two- Timer, Adams (Montana).
game series.
Second Game
The game was marked throughout Victory could not be denied the Bob
by the great amount of fight displayed cats Saturday as they opened the sec
by both teams. That combined with ond game of the Missoula series with
a quick and a slow-breaking offense a whirlwind attack and never let up
by the Grizzlies allowed the win. for a minute during the entire game.
Jimmy Brown and Bill Erickson, The Grizzlies fought back but could
team-mates a t forward, staged a des not drop their attempts until late in
perate duel for individual honors. The the first period. During the second
(Inal tabulations showed Brown with half the game was played on an even
14 points and Erickson with 13 count basis by both teams. Crain began
ers.. Ray Buzzetti, a third-year vet hitting the basket with a long pass
eran, accounted for 9 Bobcat points and a tip to the hoop. This play was
md high score for the team.
not used by the Cats the night be

1111

Game Action Fast
F irst blood was drawn by Young,
la t forward, on a technicality. Acion throughout the game was fast
md many personals were called on
ioth teams. Bill Hileman, guard, and
ISennie Crain, Cat center, went out
luring the second period-on four fouls.
The Grizzlies allowed the Bobcats gift
hrows on 15 occasions and were
granted free shots 11 times. By makng only two of their attempts the
ilrizzlles showed noticeable weakness
In this department. The Bozemanltes
r egistered 9 points on their free at
tempts.
i Dick Fox gave a splendid example
\’f guarding and offered real leaderi hip to the team from the captaincy,
k t Heller and A1 Dahlberg alternated
I t the pivot Job and did some clever
floor work. Heller was off shooting
p r r a but made up for his weakness
k ith his defensive play. Dave Fitzterald , Don Holloway and Naseby
tlhlnehart offered breathers for the
| tarters and played the Cats even.
Bobcat Stars
Kay Buzzetti, Wally Wendt and Jim
oung carried the brunt of the State
ollege offense. Wendt and Young
mde three field goals and two tree
irowB each. It was a running shot
T Buzzetti’s in the closing seconds of
ie contest that tied the score and
tiled for the extra period. Bennie
rain, big Bobcat center, controlled
ie tip-off until he was eliminated on
k rso n als.
In’ the overtime session, Brown
I oke fast for a basket, Dahlberg folwed soon with a one-arm heave from
|.e side. Holloway fouled Buzzetti
uder the basket and Buzzetti con
n e d for one point. Brown took a
ng shot from the tip and hooped it.
tzgerald, traveling fast, took Fox’s
as and laid a short one in as the
in ended the extra session.
Lineups and summary:
Montana C (44)
FG FT PF Pts.
own, f ...... ...........
7
0 2 14
•lckson,
........... 9
1 1 13
dler, c
ix, g (Cap
leman, g
thlberg, c
linehart, g

fore. Crain took individual high scor
ing honors with 15 points. He was
followed closely by his team-mate,
Young, with 14 tallies, eight of them
on free throws. A1 Heller was high
point man for the Grizzlies with 13
points.
The Cats again accounted for most
of their free throws and the Grizzlies
were able ta convert only six gratis
attempts out of 14 tries. A high game
took the Grizzlies in a first period
storm. The heighth of Wendt, Young
and Crain allowed for a high passing
and breaking basket shot which left
the Grizzlies helpless. Bill Erickson
was missing from the Grizzly lineup
with a sprained ankle suffered in the
first game, but the hustling Fitzgerald,
Fox, Hileman and Brown finally pene
trated the Cat offense and allowed the
Grizzlies to gain pontrol of the ball on
an even break for the remainder of
the contest. Brown sunk a free throw
as the game ended.
Lineups and summary:
Montana U (41)
FG ?T FF Pts.
Brown, f ................... ... 2 4 1 8
Fitzgerald, I ........... ... o’ 0 0 0
Dahlberg, c :£__ LL__ ... 4 2 4 10
Fox, g (Captald) .... ... 0 2 1 2
Hileman,’ g .... ........ ... 1 0 4 2
Heller, c ;_________ .... 6 1 0 13
Holloway, g ............ ... 0 0 3 0
Hinrnan, g ________ ._ 0 0 1 0
McDonald, f .............. ... 3 0 2 6
Rhlnehart, g .............. ... 0 0 0 0
Totals ...................... _16 9 1G 41
State College (63) FG FT PF Pts.
Wendt, f ................... .... 6 1 2 13
Young, f ..................... - 3 8 4 14
Crain, c ..... ......... ..... .„ 7 1 3 15
Buzzetti, g ................. ... 4 2 4 10
Breeden, g (Captain) ... 3 1 0 7

C IG A R E T T E S
/ 5c— 2 for 25c
Tins . . . . 30c
Cartons . $ 1.20

Public Drug Store
Florence Hotel Building

RENT A TUXEDO
The Sport Shop has made arrangements whereby yon may own a
Tnxedo dress outfit on a 62.00 rental purchase plan. Tuxedoes a t
610.75 to 627AO are inelnded In this offer.

Accessories Specially Priced

Co-ed Independent
Basketball Teams
Plan Competition

MO N T A N A

KAI MI N

Sporty Vents

0 0 2
1 1 1
1 1 1

Totals .............. ..........24 15 15 63
Running Score
1st Per 2nd Per.
Bobcats _______ ........ 36
63
Grizzlies ............ ..........16
41
Officials — Referee, Glynn (State
College. Umpire, Elliott (Montana).
Timer, Adams (Montana).

Fraternities Tie
For First Place
In Pin Tourney

The SPORT SHOP
Near the Wilma

Begins February \h

Professional
Directory

FIT AS A FIDDLE ..

HARRY

3C

r T '0 TELL you that Chesterfield is the
-L only good cigarette. . . that the makers
of Chesterfield Cigarettes are the only ones
who can buy good tobaccos and manufac
ture cigarettes scientifically . . . would Be
nothing short of foolish.
For all tobacco is sold in open auctions
—where anyone can buy if he will pay the
price. Even the machines on which differ
ent cigarettes are made are alike.
This much, however, is true: By using
the right kinds of Turkish and Domestic to
baccos in just the right proportions . . . by
blending and cross-blending them together
in the most careful w a y . . . we make Chest
erfield what smokers say it i s . . . a cigarette
that’s milder, that tastes better. Just try them.
Chesterfield Radio Program — Every night ex
cept Sunday, Columbia coast-to*coast Network.

Arrow dress shirts at 62.50 and 6&50; stnd sets, 61.00; formal silk
srarfs at 61.25 and ties a t 61JM),
COME IN AND INVESTIGATE THIS PLAN

iSoror/fy Basketball

Advance information indicated that
the Bobcats were not especially ac
All Tournament Games Will Be Played
curate in their shooting. Coach Dyche
In Women’s Gym
has been experimenting all season to!
Phi
Belts,
Sigma
Nus
and
Slg
Alphs
find a consistent scoring combination.
Plans tor the intersorority basket
Are
Deadlocked
In
Race
for
They clicked Saturday but we doubt
ball tournament bave been completed
Bowling Honors
if they will always be th at “hot." And
by Ruth Nlckey, acting head ot
there are two more games to be played.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Delts women’s physical education, and Viv
— o—
and Sigma Nu won their games Sat ian Bower, Tarkio, student basketball
The Bobcats connected with 24 of urday to go into a tie for the lead of manager.
91 tries tor the basket for an average the Interfraternity Bowling league.
The tournament games will be held
of .264. Six of 32 long shots were The Phi Delts, Sigma Nus and Sig in the women’s gymnasium, and will
good, while 18 of 59 short ones hit Alphs are now tied for the top with begin promptly at 7:30 o’clock. The
the mark.
schedule is: February 14, Alpha XI
Sigma Chi close behind.
' — o—
Phi Delta Theta defeated Yebis Delta-Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sigma
The Grizzlies were successful on 16 Chi, scoring 2,434 pins against 2,328 Kappa-Delta Gamma; February 10,
shots out of 65 tries, averaging .246. for the losers. Kappa Sigma lost three Alpha Chi Omega-Zeta Chi, Delta
Only one of 17 long shots hit the straight to the S. A. E. team, the final Delta Delta-winner of Alpha Xi Deltahoop and 15 short shots were made. totals being 2,282 for the losers and Kappa Kappa Gamma game; Febru
2,572 for the winners. Sigma Nu ary 21, Alpha Phi-winner ot Sigma
Kappa-Delta Gamma game, Kappa
The Bobcats converted 15 free rolled a three-game total of 2,466 to
Delta-Kappa Alpha Theta; February
throws out of 20 chances, while the win from the Sigma Chi team, which
23, the four winning teams will play,
Grizzlies made only eight out of 16 scored 2,355 pins. Ed Schmoll rolled
high game with a 252 score, and was and on February 28, the winner of
tries.
followed by Silfast with 237. Schmoll the semi-championship games will
play for the championship.
_____________ :
And we have to put up with Crain also rolled a high three-game score I
with 612 pins.
for three more years. He is only a
Doc Tanner, former State Univer
League
standings:
freshman, playing his first year for
sity student was a guest at the Sigma
Team
Won Lost Pet.
the Bobcats.
S. A. E............. ..... 6
3
.666
—O—
3
.666 Phillip Miller is confined to his
When Crain was removed from .the Phi Delt ......... ......... 6
......... 6
3
.666
first game on fouls, a teammate on
___ • - 5
4
.5551
the bench said, “Someday you’ll play
5
.1661
a full game for us, Mooseface." He Kappa Sig ...... ____ 1
. 0
6
.000
did Saturday night, with three fouls Yebis Chi
called on him in the first half. Grizzly
Roberta Metcalf, who underwent an 1
fans were watching him closely to
operation for appendicitis several
see him commit the fourth and final
weeks ago, will return to her home
foul and be ejected from the game.
in Philipsburg next week. She has
been a patient a t the Northern Pacific
DR. EMERSON STONE
He played harder ball during the
hospital.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
last half than the first and was more
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
responsible than any other man for
Phone 4097
the Bobcat victory. But no one saw
him commit the foul that,w ould en
DR. J. L. MURPHY
able the Grizzly centers to get the
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Although the Grizzlies were beaten tip-off and rally for the points needed
And Ready for Co-ed
I
805 Montana Block
in the second game with the Bobcats, to win.
their supporters are still with them.
—
If
—
The Bobcats out-pointed them but they
DR A. G. WHALEY
did not out-fight them.
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Phone 8442
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
Playing under the big handicap in
BEAUTY PARLOR
Has Pressed Your
size, the Grizzlies broke up many Bob
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
cat plays and never quit until the final
136 Higgins Ave.
CHIROPODIST
Tux
gun of both games. This accounted
306 Wilma
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
for their own victory in the opener

Before the Friday game, Coach
Dyche of the Bobcats said th at he had
a better team than he had one year
Missoula Women and Residents of ago, but he could not win. Score:
Grizzlies, 44; Bobcats, 35.
North and Corbin Halls
Hare Entered
—o—
After the Saturday game Dyche told
Independent co-eds will hold a bas his men that they were a ball club. He
ketball tournament with possibly five Ibelieves th at for the first time this
teams competing in the matches Iseason they have clicked. We agree
scheduled to begin on February 13. that they clicked in that game. Score:
The tournament will be the first of Bobcats, 63; Grizzlies, 41.
its kind to be held on the campus.
The executive board of the Women's
i Basketball fans saw two examples
Athletic association decided a t a meetof joint officiating by two former an
ing held recently to lim it participa
tagonists, Val Glynn, a Bobcat star of
tion in the intersorority tournament
former years, and Jelly Elliott, a Griz
to sororities only. The independent
zly of a decade ago. An excellent
group has a much larger number from
basketball series combined with un
which to select teams, and by their
prejudiced officiating made the games
having a separate meet, the sorority
a treat for the fans.
games will be much more competitive.
—o—
The number of games to be played
One of the finest examples of sports
by the independent women will depend
on the number of teams that enter. manship the writer has ever seen oc
One team composed of State Univer- curred during the Saturday game. Ed
sity women students who live in Mis- Breeden, captain of the Cats, when
soula, or who work in private homes called upon to shoot a technical foul
in Missoula, has already entered the at the instance of the third substitu
meet. North and Corbin halls have tion of Captain Dick Fox, intentionally
entered teams, but it. is hoped that threw away the opportunity to make
enough women will turn out to make the basket by tossing the ball to the
top of the backboard. He later said
two teams from each hall.
Players for the class teams will be that he thought the foul too technical.
—o—
selected on February 8, and the interclass meet will be held on February
The Montana Miners continued in
27, March 1, 2 and 6. The intersorority che win column in the state basketball
contest is scheduled for February 14, race with an easy victory over Inter16 and 20.
mountain Union. Dyche intimated that
Vivian Bower, Tarklo, is general perhaps the Miners are a better club
manager of basketball for the season. than either the Bobcats or the Griz
zlies. The Bobcats and the Miners do
Clarence Muhlick, former Grizzly not meet, but the Grizzlies and the
football player, has withdrawn from Miners tangle in a two-game series in
the State University.
Butte on February 13 and 14.
Whitcanack, c _ .......... 1
Harding, g ____ ____ 0
Coffey, f ........... _____ 0
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|and kept them in the running Saturday
night.

esterfield

THEY’RE MILDER THEY TASTE BETTER
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Two Fraternities Phi D elta T heta
Merge at Bozeman Now Leads Race
Consolidated Group Will Receive a
National Charter This Year

Sons of Bunyan

For League Honor

Sigma Chi Quintet Rnns Close Second)
li. S. L„ Kappa Sigma Teams
Consolidation of two local social
Are Next In Line
fraternities, Omega Beta and Beta Ep
silon, at the State College In Bozeman
Phi
Delta
Theta scrambled to the
was announced recently as a move to
Improve the financial and general con top of the Interfraternity basketball
league
with
five
victories and one de
dition of the groups.
feat, at the end of the third week of
The new fraternity, which will con
sist of approximately 60 men, 40 of the race. The Sigma Chi five is now
running a close second with four wins
whom will live in the house, will be
known as the Omega Beta fraternity and one loss.
Independents-Phl Dolts
until some time during the year when
It will be formally installed as a chap
ter of Phi Sigma Kappa, national so
cial fraternity.
Omega Beta was established on the
State College campus In 1914, and
Beta Epsilon was founded in 1919.
Both groups have been outstanding at
that school.

Elliott Praised by
Purdue Alumnus
(Contlnaed from Pure One)

Foresters’ Ball—the one night in
the year when students at Montana
drop the bars and "go native.” For
what more can one ask when the Sons
of Bunyan produce a Greenough park
surrounding, soft music, dim lights
Phi Delta Theta remained at the and quantities of food? The bar?
top of the list with a victory over Oh, that's there too—30 feet long with
the Independent quint, 10-9, Saturday a brass rail.
morning. The game was close all the
It's novel. If you don’t like to
way through and neither team held
the advantage until the closing min dance and can't eat—well, for 32.50
you
can sit in the Rangers’ Dream for
utes.
hours and chat with the pardner. She
Independents (9). Phi Delta (10)
Wheaton ( 3 ) ____ I--------- ------ Morrell would enjoy it—ask her.

Forward
Shaw (4) ___.1____________ Crowley
Forward
Holmquist (2) ---- ----------------Lacklen
Center
J o n e s ________________ Davison (3)
Guard
J. W h ite _____________ Sullivan (5)
Guard
Substitutions: Independents—Llndberg, Hansel), Avery; Phi Delta—
Bergeson (2).
Kappa SIg-S. A. E.
Storey and Lewon slipped through
for several baskets to lead the Kappa
Slgs to a 17-9 victory over the Sig
Alph quint, in the second game Sat
urday morning.
Kappa Sigma (17)
8. A. E. (#)
Silfast ( 1 ) _________________Raff (1)
Forward
Lewon ( 7 ) ________H. Hazelbaker (2)
Forward
Stansberry ( 2 ) __________DeBord (4)
Center
L o n g _________________
Kuka (2)
Guard
T r a c h t a ___________________ Schultz
Guard
Substitutions: Kappa Slgs—Storey
(7), Anderson; S. A. E.—Lambert.
This week's schedule will Include
the following games: Tuesday—7:30,
Phi Sig vs. S. P. E.; 8:30, Sigma Chi
vs. A. T. O.; Wednesday—7:30, S. A. E.
vs. Sigma Nu; 8:30, A. T. O. vs. D. S.
L.; Thursday—7:30, Phi Sig vs. Phi
Delt; 8:30, Sigma Chi vs. Kappa
Sigma.
The team standings are now:
Won Lost Pet.
Team
i
.833
Phi Delta - .......... ______5
.800
Sigma C h i______ JL ___ 4 i
D. S. L. ________ _____ 4
2 .666
Kappa S ig m a___ ______4
2 .666
S. A. E________________3
3 .500
3 .500
Independents ____ -____ 3
______2
4 .333
S. P. E. ...............
4 .200
Phi Sig ..... ......... _____ 1
4 .200
A. T. O________ ______ 1
Sigma Nu ............. _____ 1
5 .166

"President Edward C. Elliott As We
See Him” and the other, “President
Elliott as Others See Him.” The latter
was composed bf testimonies from
prominent people who knew him or
had .worked with him. The former
told of his accomplishments at Pur
due where he has been for ten years.
“Purdue is a human mechanism. Its
master mechanic Is Pres. Edward C.
Elliott. He is the fulcrum upon which
rests the load of the complicated ma
chinery that Is the modern University.
Though Its many important parts—
engineering science, agriculture, home
economics and pharmacy—make this
educational machine, the m aster me
chanic lubricates Its friction with the
oil of his human qualities. No micro
scope is needed to find those char
acteristics which have made him an
outstanding university executive. His
traits are so strikingly clear and
forceful that a stranger needs only
to look once for them. They are: fore
sight—he has the ability to look ahead
and actually plan ahead: industrious
ness—he is a tireless worker; mental
honesty and force—he is mentally
honest with himself and others; ag
gressive in thought and deed; and he
thinks clearly; organization ability—
he organizes people and keeps them
working co-operatively; progressive
conservatism—he Is always solvent
and his Ideas are safe, hut progres
sive; an ability to speak—he com
mands attention on the platform and
in conversation," Is what the Purdue
Alumnus says of Dr. Elliott.
Helped Education
"President Elliott,” continues the
article, “has helped make higher edu
cation the permanent guide post that
It is today. Organize, criticize, unify,
humanize and energize, is President
Elliott’s formula for making American
universities efficient. These words
might be applied to the man himself
for be excells in carrying out the sense
of each. Purdue has had ten vibrant
years of President Elliott’s life and
C. H. Riedell, chairman of the De
has enjoyed them as he has. In his
partm ent of Fine Arts, is completing
own words, 'They have been years
a catalogue of articles from the Bur
filled with adventure—adventures In
lingame magazine. The magazine,
dreaming and in doing; in success and
which is devoted to paintings, includes
in failure; in prosperity and in pov
principally the fine arts of Italy, Hol
erty; in drudgery and in delight; in
land and China.
responsibility and in helplessness; ad
The reference material, which will
ventures with foes and with friends.
be used to the greatest extent in
Purdue has achieved because Purdue
History of Art, places the articles, to
has not expected me to work alone.'
gether with the page, date and number
To arrive at his present position, has
of illustrations, under a definite period
meant 68 years. By a queer coinci
group which conforms with the class.
dence, he started his life the same
There are at present 240 references to
year in which Purdue began, being
Italian art, 60 to the Dutch and Flem
born December 21, 1874, in Chicago.
ish schools, and 50 to the Chinese.
His parents moved to North Platte,
Neb. He was not fitted for a black
bureau of mines and metallurgy. He
smith, his father’s profession. He
organized the teachers service divi
worked his way through the Univer
sion. During his period of service a
sity of Nebraska and was graduated
habit of unity and co-operation was
In 1895 and received hjs Master's de
developed among the constituent in
gree in 1897.
stitutions of Montana. At the death
Trained as Chemist
of Pres. W. E. Stone, the trustees of
"He was trained first as a chemist. Purdue took many months searching
Professor Bessey, a former teacher for his successor. Dr. Elliott has
of his, procured him a job teaching spent 10 successful and progressive
science in Leadville, Colo:, high years here. May Purdue continue to
school. Here he made his own labor go forward under his leadership!”
atory and continued his study of
chemistry. He also held the position
of superintendent of schools there for
five years. He received a fellowship
to Columbia university and in 1905 ob
tained his Doctor's degree there. He
was recommended by Dr. Russell of
Columblh to the University of Wiscon
sin as assistant professor of Educa
tion. He became a full professor in
1907, and started training teachers.
While here he published several books
"Some Fiscal Aspects of Public Edu
cation in American Cities' (1905),
‘State School Systems' 1, 2 and 3
(1906-1910), ‘City School Supervision'
(1913), 'State and County School Ad
ministration' (with E. P. Cubberly,
1915-1916) and 'Unit Costs of Higher
Education’ (with E. B. Stevens, 1925).
In 1916, he became Chancellor of Mon
tana. In addition to those already
mentioned, he had more accomplish
ments at Montana. He established the

It is the last chance of the year tor
Montana undergraduate co-eds to play
grown-up—1:15 permission comes
only twice a year and they don’t have
to pay for if.
It is rumored th at Paul will bring
a lady friend with him this year. The
Foresters are guessing but the odds
are on “Queen Anne” Murphy from
down in the flat country. She is
Paul's old gal. The boys got the tip
when Paul asked for three "comp”
tickets instead of two as formerly.
Babe always comes.
If Paul comes with the gal there
will be much celebrating. Paul goes
in for his fun like everything else—
in a big way.
Dean R. C. Line is speaking to the
students of the W hittier school eco
nomics class today on “Current Eco
nomic Problems.”

MONTANA
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KA1M1N

HOME ECONOMICS CLASS
MAKES STUDY

TOURS

Miners May Play
Hockey Game Here

Notices

In order to see ideas worked out,
There /Will be a meeting of Central
the class In home planning and m an
agement visited the home of L. R. Mc Lee- Thibodeau Will Hold Tryouta Board this afternoon at 5 o’clock in
!Main. hall.
On Rink Today
Kenzie on Daly avenue last Friday.
PETE MELOY, President.
The students will visit the home of
If present plans go through as
N. J. Lennes this week and with a trip
scheduled, hockey fans at the State
There will be a meeting of Business
to the furniture department of the
University will see a fast puck battle Ad students Interested in basketball
Missoula Mercantile company, their
when
the
School
of
Mines
team
comes
in
Room 109 of Craig hall at 4 o’clock
tours will have been completed for
here to engage a team from the Uni Wednesday.
this quarter.
versity either next Saturday or the
"I like to get the visiting over by
Pel Chi will meet Wednesday eve
i.week after.
the first half of the quarter, so the
A team will be picked from the ning at 8:30 o’clock at the home of
members can apply their ideas in the
players here, and Manager Lee Thib E. A. Atkinson, 731 Beckwith avenue.
second half,” said Miss Gleason, who odeau hopes to put a squad on the "History and Theory of Personnel
is teaching the class.
4ce th at will defeat the Miners. All Work,” will be the topic of discussion.

Choral Society
The Missoula Choral society was
enthusiastically acclaimed a t its first
recital of the year held Sunday after
noon. Dean DeLoss Smith, head of
the School of Music, has trained and
directed the 50 members of the so
ciety with remarkable skill.
The program, with numbers which
varied characteristically, opened with
Rachmaninoff's impressive selection
“Triumph Thanksgiving.” Especially
effective was Bach’s “Now Let Every
Tongue Adore Thee,” which received
a signed petition for an encore.
George Dickel, piano soloist, re
ceived generous applause for the two
numbers he offered with pronounced
musical Interpretation. Russel Wat
son's rendition of "Ave Maria" was
well received.
Of the three numbers John Gravelle,
baritone, sang, "Dawn,” by Cnrran, re
ceived the most applause. Throughout
his program his enunciation was dis
tinct, and his interpretation offered
the utmost feeling.
The auditorium was filled to over
flowing, and a greater enthusiasm
seemed prevalent than on past occa
sions.

men who want to try out for the team
should report to manager Thibodeau
at the rink today at 4 o’clock.
The Miners have a flashy team, hav
ing won several games before losing
to the Lockwood Cafe team In the
semi-finals of the Butte Inter-city
league. They will come to Missoula
with a strong line-up and expect to
take a Grizzly pelt back to Butte.

A HAMBURGER
Is the Thing on a Cold
Winter Evening

The Missoula Club

216 of Main hall. All Bear Paws are
requested to be present.

Classified Ads
ROOM AND BOARD

BOARD—316 TWO MEALS, 320
Pi Mu Epsilon meeting Wednesday
three meals, per month; choice ol
at 7:30 o'clock in Craig hall, Room menu;
excellent home
cooklngj
103. Prof. E. K. Carey will speak on Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
"Infinite Products.”
VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FROM-!
An im portant meeting of Bear Paw
campus; homelike atmosphere, good
will be held Friday afternoon in Room eats; 330 per month.
NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 724
Eddy. Phone 5438.

C o -e d s

LOST AND FOUND

If you remind your date to get his
hair cut for the Formal a t the
South Side Barber Shop you will

LOST—WEDNESDAY IN MAIN HALL,.j
Waterman’s fountain pen. Call 4572-

be assured of having d trim-looking

FOR - SALE—UNDERWOOD TYPE-1
writer, good condition. Phone -L..
Howard, 4087.

date.

South Side Barber

FOB SALE

M ISCELLANEOUS

FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 S. 3rd

Riedell Is Working
On Reference Data

One of Napoleon’s soldiers rose to fame on the "Burn
ing Oven” trick. A roaring fire was built in an oven
...t h e temperature rose to 600° F. Into the oven
walked die "fire king,” M. Chabert, carrying several
raw steaks. A few minutes later the doors were flung
wide and out he stepped. . . safe and sound. . . with
the steaks thoroughly cooked.

■XPLANATIONI
Heat rises. When Chabert entered the oven he hung
the steaks above the fire, in the center of the oven,
then dropped to the floor at die side, covering his head
with a hood made from his shirt. He breathed through
small air holes in the floor. When the steaks were
cooked he threw back the hood, grabbed die steaks, and
stepped out in triumph.

CJlMCLS

GAME

Willie Clary, Great Falls, and Vir
ginia Hancock, Butte, were tapped
members of Spur at the Grizzly-Bob
cat game Saturday evening. Miss Han
cock replaces Clara Mabel Foot of
Helena, who did not return to school
this quarter. Initiation for these two
pledges will be held in the near future
in order that they may work with the
other new initiates to the best ad
vantage.
-A

Quadrons will meet Thursday after
noon at 5 o’clock at the Kappa Deity,
house with Kappa Delta and KappdBarb hockey practice tonight a t 7
Kappa Gamma acting as hostesses.
o'clock on the forestry rink. The next
game will be Wednesday at 4 o’clock
Phi Lambda will m e e t' Thursday
on the city rink with Arts and Science evening a t 8 o'clock in the Old Science
team. Come out or put your name building. Im portant
on the board in the Little Theatre.

“The New Deal,” by Stuart Chase,
will be reviewed by Prof. Hampton K.
Snell a t the meeting of Alpha Kappa
Psi in Craig hall at 7:30 o’clock this
PILGRIM CLUB HOLDS
DISCUSSION MEETINGS evening. The public is invited.

Psychology as it affects the individ
ual student is being discussed this
quarter by members of Pilgrim club
at their Sunday evening meetings in
the University Congregational church.
The discussion is taken from Jessie
A. Charters’ "The College Student
Thinking It Through.” Marjorie Davis,
Bert Robinson and Bill Frisbie were
readers at the last discussion. Prof.
W. R. Ames will speak on measure
ments of intelligence a t the club's next
meeting.

NEW SPU R S A R E T A P P ED
AT GRIZZLY-BOBCAT

It’s fun to be fooled__
...it’s more fun to KNOW
"The Burning Oven" is an old illusion
which has played a leading role in ciga
rette advertising. Its modern name is
“Heat Treatment.”
explanation: All cigarette manufac
turers use the heat-treating process.
Cheap, harsh, raw tobaccos require
intensive processing under high tern*
-peratures. The more expensive tobac
cos, which are naturally mild, call for
only a moderate application of heat.
The first Camel cigarette was manu
factured under the heat-treating process.
Every one o f the billions of Camels
produced since has received the nec

essary heat treatment. But remember
that heat treatment never makes cheap,
inferior tobacco good. It is not in heat
treatments, but in more costly tobacco
and fine blending, that Camels find
their appealing mildness and flavor.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels a re m ade from finer,
M ORI IXPKNSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

You sense this quality in the mildness
. . . the distinctive flavor. . .o f Camels.
More costly tobaccos and a matchless
blend tell the story of Camel leader
ship in public confidence.
Try Camels. Judge them critically.
Compare them with others for mild
ness, for throat-ease, for good taste.
Key your taste to quality 1Camels come
to you fresh and cool...in the air-tight,
welded Humidor Pack that keeps
dryness outside and freshness inside.

JVO TR IC K S
J U S T COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

